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NEW LOGIS UNIVERSAL ACCESSORIES RANGE 
LAUNCHED BY HANSGROHE 
 

The logical choice in bathroom accessories 
 

The new range of Logis Universal Accessories has been launched in South Africa and is the logical choice 

for a stylish, contemporary and hygienic bathroom!  

Hansgrohe, established in 1901, has always been one step ahead – looking for ways to make the 

bathroom experience a better and more sustainable one.  Perhaps a strange concept, thinking about a 

positive bathroom experience, but it just takes one visit to any bathroom with rusted roll holders, lime 

scale covered shower corner baskets, gummy soap dispensers or unpleasant brush holders to 

understand the power of a positive bathroom experience.  Over 110 years later, meticulous work, 

ingenuity and hygiene are still the driving forces behind Hansgrohe products.  

The Logis range of accessories delivers the ultimate bathroom experience – the faultless modern lines, 

the durable easy to clean chrome surface and the attractive price all go a long way to ensuring that the 

Logis range is the choice of professionals, the handyman and the primary choice for all home owners. 

One of the beauties of the Logis Universal Accessories range is that it can be installed in existing, older 

bathrooms, thus giving the bathroom an updated look without the massive spend.  It is also an ideal 

fixture for new bathrooms as once again, the concealed attachment ensures beauty and functionality – 

in one easy step.     

“Tradition and innovation are the cornerstones of our brand,” says David Cooper, MD of hansgrohe 

South Africa “we are so excited to be launching this range in South Africa and again making a difference 

to the entire bathroom experience.” 

The range features stylish accessories from towel rails to soap dispensers, shaving mirrors, roll holders 

and more. 
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